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September 2021

Collas Crill has advised long-standing client Mail.ru Group on BVI law aspects of its public irrevocable RUB bond offer.

Russian internet business Mail.ru Group offers an ecosystem of online communication products and entertainment services for Russian
speakers all over the world, helping millions of people carry out their day-to-day tasks online. Its VKontakte social network is used by
more than 90% of the Russian internet audience on a daily basis.

Mail.ru Group Limited, a BVI entity listed on the London Stock Exchange and the Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange has issued a
public irrevocable offer to acquire up to RUB15 billion exchange-traded bonds of Mail.ru Finance Limited. The Collas Crill team
comprised Associate Maria Sirozhenko and BVI Managing Partner Ellie Crespi.

Read Mail.ru Group's press release here.

https://corp.mail.ru/en/press/releases/10986/
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